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METAL COMPONENTS
PLASTIC COMPONENTS
ZIPPER PULLERS
ALUMINUM BUCKLE
Strong and lightweight tension hook with custom debossed logo

METASTICS™ MINI TUBULAR T PULLER
Item #: ZLO42
Made with aluminum and plastic, T-shaped puller that is very easy to pull even with thick gloves on
ALUTICA PIPE HAMMER PULLER

Item #: ZL060
Material: Aluminum tube
Large tubular puller that can be installed on 20mm webbing. Ideally matched anywhere a puller needs on webbing. Custom color and logo option available
ALUTICA SLIM CROOK HOOK

**Item#:** HH016  
**Size:** 20mm, 25mm  
Slimmer version of Alutica Crook Hook which is a stylish and versatile hook that can be used on any bags and backpacks. Various colors with custom logo option available.
SANDALS HOOK
Extra small sized tension hook that is designed for sandals or other small products.

SQUARE RING
**Material:** Aluminum
Made with corrosion resistant aircraft grade aluminum for everyday use.
ALUTICA SQUARE TENSION HOOK
Item#: HH122
Size: 20mm, 25mm
Urban look with practical design

ALUMINUM TRIGLIDE
Item#: HH217
Size: 25mm
Triglide that offers smooth and easy adjustability with low profile design

G-HOOK
Item#: HH177
Size: 25mm
Slim design and trendy tension hook with the space for a custom debossed logo
ALUTICA SHARK TAIL CARABINER REGULAR

Item#: HH140
A compact and lightweight carabiner that also works as a bottle opener. Weighing only 18.4 grams / 0.64 oz.

FAST - 10 BELT 38MM

Item#: HH092 +HH103
Two piece design with excellent tensile strength up to 800kgf

With two piece design, you are able to mix and match with two different colors
**METASTICS™ SPRING LOADED COMPRESSION CAMLOCK**

**Item#:** LM004  
**Size:** 25mm, 30mm, 38mm  
**Material:** Aluminum + Plastic  
Spring loaded webbing lock that can be operated with one hand conveniently.

**METASTICS™ X - TECH TRIGLIDE**

**Item#:** HH132  
**Size:** 25mm, 38mm  
Hybrid design with plastic surface and aluminum frame. Plastic surface offers high friction to hold the webbing securely in place. The Aluminum offers plenty of structural strength.
TENSION HOOK
Exclusively made for Heimplanet with a custom surface for its logo along with a extra hole on the bottom of the hook providing the unique style.

ALUTICA TILT HEAD: HIP BELT BUCKLE
Item#: HH060
This buckle will go great with backpacks, belts, and any bags. Easy one hand operation possible with a puller installed. Designed for excellent tensile strength - withstanding up to 325 kgf/716 lbf for some serious uses.

ALUTICA WEBBING TOGGLE WIDE WING
Item#: HH125
Strong & lightweight
This toggle wing has maximum tensile strength of 260 kgf
ALUTICA UNIVERSAL SINGLE D-RING

Item#: HH197
Size: 20mm, 25mm
Material: Aluminum
Simple, light weight, strong, low profile, and versatile D ring that can be used on various products.
ALUTICA CROOK TENSION HOOK

**Item#:** HH014

**Size:** 10mm, 15mm, 20mm, 25mm, 38mm

**Material:** Aluminum

A trendy and versatile tension hook that can be used on any bags and backpacks. Strong, lightweight, and corrosion resistant.
T3 TENSION HOOK
Item#: HH229
The sandblasting treated hook with scratch resistant feature with premium sparkle finish

ALUTICA UNIVERSAL SINGLE D-RING
Item#: HH197
Size: 20mm, 25mm
Simple, light weight, strong, low profile, and versatile D ring

ALUTICA THUMB TENSION HOOK
Item#: HH067
Are to grab on to with your thumb when operating
ALUTICA CAN TAP D-RING
Item#: HH025

ALUTICA TRIANGLE CLIP HOOK
Item#: HH163
Easily attach and detach of shoulder straps

METASTICS™
TROPICA ZIPPER PULLER
Item#: ZL089
Rotatable in multi-directions

ALUTICA CROOK TENSION HOOK
Item#: HH014
Urban look with practical design
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ALUTICA TILT HEAD: CARABINER

Item#: HH140
A handy, lightweight carabiner for everyday use.

ALUTICA TRIANGLE CLIP HOOK

Item#: HH163
Easy attach and remove of the shoulder strap as necessary.

ALUTICA TILT HEAD CLIP HOOK

Item#: HH046
Easy one hand operation with stylish design and modern look.
**ALUTICA CAN TAP D-RING**

**Item #: HH025**
Perfect for any products that require high tensile strength with minimal design.

**ALUTICA TILT HEAD: MEGA CLIP HOOK**

**Item #: HH030**
It also allows to hook and attach any small gadgets on the bag for convenient access.
ALUTICA CROOK TENSION HOOK
Item#: HH014
Size: 10mm, 15mm, 20mm, 25mm, 38mm

METASTICS™ SPRING LOADED COMPRESSION CAMLOCK
Item#: LM004
Easy one hand operation with the spring loaded mechanism

ALUTICA TILT HEAD: CARABINER
Item#: HH140
A daily gear to keep your belongings on hand

Item#: HH014
ALUTICA STADIUM TRACK SQUARE LOOP
Item#: HH044

ALUTICA CORN HEAD TRIGLIDE
Item#: HH043
The pointy shape provides extra space to grab on during operation as well as space for a custom logo

ALUTICA CROOK SINGLE HOOK
Item#: HH087
Features slim design

ALUTICA TILT HEAD CLIP HOOK
Item#: HH046
ZIPPER PULLER
Various colors available to perfectly
your products along with the option
for a debossed logo.
ALUTICA SANTA BEARD TENSION HOOK
Item#: HH028
Size: 10mm, 15mm, 20mm, 25mm, 38mm
Santa beard like shape offers extra spacing for logos and space to grab on during operation.

ALUTICA PROFILE LOOP
Item#: HH091

ALUTICA CAN TAP D-RING
Item#: HH025
Minimal design with high tensile strength D-ring
ALUTICA CORN HEAD TRIGLIDE

Item#: HH043

Smooth adjustment of the shoulder strap length with enough space for a custom logo.
**T3 TENSION HOOK**

*Item#: HH229*

*Material: Aluminum*

Outfitted with the scratch resistant surface, the tension hook provides elegant and upscale look to perfectly match with any fabrics and bags.
ALUTICA SANTA BEARD TENSION HOOK

Item#: HH028
Enough space to grab on for operation
ALUTICA CROOK TENSION HOOK
Item#: HH016

ALUTICA TILT HEAD: HIP BELT BUCKLE
Item#: HH060
Easy one hand operation with a zipper puller

ALUTICA MILTEC TENSION LOCK
Item#: HH184
Easy to tighten or release by one hand operation

ALUTICA WEBBING TOGGLE
REGULAR WING
Item#: HH124
LADDER LOCK

Material: Zinc Alloy
Classic design with upscale look. Made with zinc alloy with the debossed logo.
ALUTICA WEBBING TOGGLE REGULAR WING

Item#: HH124
Size: 15mm, 20mm, 25mm
Material: Aluminum
Strong and lightweight made with aircraft grade aluminum
**ALUTICA CROOK TENSION HOOK**

**Item#:** HH014  
**Size:** 10mm, 15mm, 20mm, 25mm, 38mm  
**Material:** Aluminum  
A stylish and versatile hook that can be used on any bags and backpacks. Various colors with custom logo option available.

**ALUTICA WEBBING TOGGLE REGULAR WING**

**Item#:** HH124  
**Material:** Aluminum  
Strong and lightweight made with aircraft grade aluminum.

**ALUTICA TILT HEAD: HIP BELT BUCKLE**

**Item#:** HH060  
**Material:** Aluminum  
This buckle will go great with backpacks, belts, and any bags. Easy one hand operation possible with a puller installed. Designed for excellent tensile strength - withstanding up to 325 kgf/716 lb for some serious uses.
MINI TUBULAR T PULLER
Item#: ZL042
Made with plastic handle with aluminum puller. The T-shape allows easy one hand operation even with a thick glove worn on the hand.

ALUTICA CORN HEAD TRIGLIDER
Item#: HH043
The pointy shape provides extra space to grab on during operation as well as space for a custom logo.

ALUTICA STADIUM TRACK SQUARE LOOP
Item#: HH044
Used for shoulder strap adjustment. Minimal design yet strong and durable.
**ALUTICA CAN TAP D-RING**

**Item #:** HH025  
**Material:** Aluminum  
A minimal design D-ring that can be used for various products including dog leashes, bags, packs, and small gadgets. Strong with tensile strength up to 370kgf / 815lbf.
METASTICS™ SPRING LOADED DUCKBILL CAMLOCK

Item#: LM002

The special shape of this item is inspired by a duck bill. It is ideal for 25mm webbing size, and easy to adjust the strap when heavy loads. It can be used on any bags & backpacks.
ALUTICA UNIVERSAL SINGLE D-RING
Item#: HH197
Minimal design D-ring that is versatile for any use

ALUTICA CROOK HOOK
Item#: HH014
A trendy and versatile hook that can be used on any bags and backpacks

ALUTICA TILT HEAD: BOTTLE OPEN D-RING
Item#: HH146
Open bottles anywhere you carry this item
ALUTICA TILT HEAD: CLIP HOOK

Item#: HH046

Easy one hand operation with stylish design and modern look. It can be used with keychains, hanging lights, camping supplies, tent shades, shoulder straps, and more.

ALUTICA CAN TAP D-RING

Item#: HH025

Perfect for any products that require high tensile strength with minimal design.
ALUTICA THUMB TENSION HOOK

*Item#: HH067*

The convex shape on the bottom of the hook provides extra space to easily grab on when operating the hook. Protruded webbing bar offers extra friction to hold on the preferred webbing length.
ALUTICA CROOK TENSION HOOK
Item#: HH014
A versatile design

ALUTICA UNIVERSAL SINGLE D-RING
Item#: HH197
A low profile D-ring

ALUTICA CAN TAP D-RING
Item#: HH025
A low profile design

ALUTICA SLIM CROOK TENSION HOOK
Item#: HH016
Slimmer than HH014

SEWABLE END LOOP
Item#: OR081
Provides webbing end a clean look
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